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Theory On Constant Irrepressible Universal Energy
--a theory on gravitation
The phenomenon of gravity is not a distinct force,
but instead its properties are the effects of two functions
of a Constant Irrepressible Universal Energy. These two
fun~tions are: a) the intrinsic acceleration of all
masses uniformly in three dimensions due to a force
resulting from the Constant Irrepressible Universal
Energy within the masses; b) the separating force acting
between all masses due to the Constant Irrepressible
Universal Energy existing exterior to and between these
masses. The basic assumption in this assertion is that
the Constant Irrepressible Universal Energy exists. A
conclusive proof of its existence is not yet at hand, but
the prqbability of its existence is extremely enhanced
by the manner in which it would completely explain
gravitational phenomenon, if it does exist. Following,
is an examination of the gravitational effects of this
Constant Irrepressible Universal Energy, assuming that

it exists:

.

1. Int£i~s!c Acceleration
Two still objects in space will seem to gravitate
towards each other, because as they expand uniformly in
three dimensions, the expanding outer surface of the
first object will approach the .expanding outer surface
of the second object. The analogy iato place two balloons
with their centers at a fixed distance from each other.
Then, maintaining this given distance between centers,
the balloons are inflated until the expanding surfaces
of the two balloons touch.

The rings denote
the various
stages of expan~
siono

2.

Separatin~ Force

The Constant Irrepressible Universal Energy is
so-called because it exists everywhere in space and is
constant tor every absolute unit of space. In order for
it to be constant for every absolute unit of space, it
must be irrepressible (in sorneways similar to the way
in which liquids are incompressible). Since the ClUB
exists everywhere, naturally it exists outside of every
object as well as within them. However, this' energy
which exists outside of an object has no e£fect on it
unless it 1s between the object and another object so
that it can exert a force. An analogy'would be a spaceman trying to push his spacescooter around. He pushes
on it, and the main result is that he just pushes himself away from the scooter, but doesn't move the scooter.
Instead, if he had some large mass to stand on, when he
pushes on the scooter, it will move. This is because for
everJ force there must be an equal and opposite reacting
force, or in other words, our spaceman has to have something to push against while he pushes on some object.
Thus, the ClUE only effects an object when it can push
against so~e other object in order to exert a force
between them.
When the ClUE is abl~ to exert a force between
objects, it accelerAtes all of the objects away from
each other as they expand intrinsically. The farther
two objects are from each other, the more absolute
units of space exist between them, and thus, the more
ClUE (and therefore, force also) exists between them.
Cf course, as two objects expand, the~ have more surface.area (measured in absolute units) exposed toward
each other, so that they have even ~ore separating
force acting between them. Since more force is acting
between them as t~ey expand, they will tend to accelerate
away from each other still, despite their increase in
absolute 'Dass due to intrinsic accelerat~on. However,
if the objects are quite close, they \>-rill not. .be acce~crating away fro~each other as fast as their surfaces
are expanding' toward each oth~r, because the force
caused by the ClUF between them is not as great as it
would be if t~ey were farther away from each other.
If they were far enou~h away from each other, the ClUE
would be so great between them that it would cause a
force that would accelerate them away from each other
faster than their surfaces are expanding toward each
other. Thus, they will seem to move away from each
other instead of approach each other as in the first
case..

?

Constant Size Relationships

All objects in the universe normally maintain the
same three dimensional sizes relative to each other.
This is because of several factors which exist in our
expanding universe. First, the force which intr~nsically
accelerates masses, and which separates them as they.
expand, is constant. That is, the en~rgy that produces
this force exists everywhere in space and exists in a
constant quantity per every absolute unit of space.
Thus, when an ulti~ate material particle accelerates
in expansion due to the force (produced by the ClUE)
acting on it from within, it enco~passes more absolute
units of space. Since it encompasses more absolute units
of space, it also encompasses more of the ClUE, and thus,
more force. Simultaneously, as the particle expands, its
outer surface is exposed to more of the force caused by
the ClUE outside of it which is acting to maintain
separation between this particle and all other particles.
The result of the increase of intrinsic and extrinsic
force acting on the indtvidual ultimate particles within
a body is that the body as a whole expands. Relative to
what the mass of the body was previousl.y, it has increased
as a function of the body's intrinsic expa~sion. In -other
words, the body has increased in mass because due to
expansion, the body contains more ClUE which gives it
more ~ass. To say it st1l1 differently, the mass has.
increased beeause th~ velocity of its expansion has
increased, and au velocity inc~eases, mass increases.
There are other conditions in this situation to
note. One is that since the force caused by the ClUE is
a~ting on the u1timate.particles of matter individually,
whic~ are presu~ably uniform and eaual in mass, we can
treat the effect on mass as eaual everywhere siece all
of t~e rnaosesbeing aeted upo~ are equ~l. However~ the
spaces between thene particles are not equal fro~ body
to body, w~icn accou~ts for their differing densities.
That is, since the distances between particles in one
body may be ~ore than those of 8not~er body of eQual
size, the first body will have less particles and thus
less~ass in proDortion to its size than the second body.
fherefore. when we try to compute the acceleration of.
expansion of a body induced by the increasing force contained and encountered by the ultimate particles within
it, we must realizet~at
the ineoualities in the spaces
between r~rticles of one object with respect to the
SD3ces between particles of another object will produce
ineaualities in the surface accelerations of the two
obtiects.

. .

The result of these mctors is that in a smaller
of two objects, its total intrinsic,t6rce (referring to
the total force acting within the entire object, not just
the expanding force within its ultimate particles) equals
its size ,times its acceleration (if the units of measurement
are compatible), or F c,ra. In a larger object, the £or~ula
for
relating2its
properties
to those of the
the number
smallerofobject
is Fn3
. (rn )(an),
where n represents
times
the second object's radius from center to surface (it its
shape were transformed -to a sphere) is longer than that of
the first object (if its shape is also transfor~ed to a
sphere, and if the units of measurement are co~pattble-otherwise inclusion o~ a constant is necessary to adjust
inco~patible standards of'measure). This means that as
size increases, the total intrinsic expanding force of a
body becomes amplified accordin~ to the cube of the
proportional increase in'rad~us; the radius is the prodact
ot the squa~e of the proportion between the increase in
radius and the original radius, and the original radius;
and the acceleration of expansion increases in direct
proportion to the proportional increase in radius.
I re-e~pha8ize that mass is not an effecting factor
here because F represents the total force caused by ClUE
actin! within a body,' and as pointed out before, this
force varies only with increase in volume, or size. As
pointed out before also, the acceleration of expansion
will always remain in the same proportion to the radius
ot any object (treatin~ it as a sphere ot the same volume
as the object, regardless of the object's real shape),
which is increasing. Thus, as a body expands, it will
always remain in the same size prop~rtion to all other
bodies around it.
,
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4. orbits .

The orbits which bodies make around other bodies
(like pl~nets around our sun) are caused by the intrinsic
acceleration of the bodies. Imagine a sphere approaching
another larger sphere at a unifor~ velocity from one
side. As the smaller sphere passes the larger one, it
will be eclipsed by it because as it passes, both spheres
are exprtnding. In the illustration, since A is accelerating
towards D on a line perpindicular to its velocity relative
to B, its velocity relative to B must chan~e in direction.
Thus, object A orbits object B, and we have the effect of
a so-called "warping of space."

t

5.

Gravity and BOdies of Differing Mass. Size. and Shape

It is a known fact that regardless of differences
in ~~ss, size, or shape, any two bodies will accelerate
toward the,earth at the same,acceleration, and if they
are dropped at the same moment from the same height
(ne~ecting air friction), they will strike the earth
at the same moment. This phenomenon is due to two factors:
the properties of the ultdma~pGrticleB
of matter, and
the effect on the~ of the separating force (product of
ClUE) between them and the earth.
First, we shall examine what the properties of the
ultimate material particles must be. These ultimate
particles are all exactly identical. Hence, as mentioned
before, all ultimate particles will always be ~qual in
mass rflative to,each other, with the one exception noted
below. Also, all ultimate particles must have the same
size and shape in order to conform to the requirement that
they all be identical.
~ow, keepin~ the above discussion of ultimate
particles in mind, we shall turn to an examination of the
separating force acting be~leen the earth and these
particles, and bow it effects them. The separating force
between two ob~ects is actually acting between the
ultimate particles of the two objects. Since all ultimate
particles are identical (except in the special case noted)
they all expose the same amount of surface area to the
1 There is one situation in which the ultimate particles
all will not be identical: when SOMe force other than that
resulting from the ClUE ,act~ on a body, it will acc~lerate
the body throu~h space linearly in relation to all other
bodies. This increase in velocity relative to all other
bodies results in an increase in the masses or the ultimaue
particles in the body, relative to other bodies. This is
because the ClUE is absolutely irrepressible (because it
must always be constant in quantity per absolute, unit of
space), and because it ~an exis~ in only two relationships
to a particle--inside of the particle, or outside of it.
Thus, if some other exterior force is applied to a particle
directly opposing the exterior for~e resultin~ from the
ClUE, and since the ClUE cannot be repressed outside the
particle, then it must be assimilated into the particle,
thus increasing the particle's mass. However, when the
particle" s surface
comes in contact with the surface of
the object which, the separatins force was acting on it
between, it comes to a'relative stop in linear motion, and
then it returns to the same mass relative to all other
particles, due to the reverse of the system that increased
its mass ~thus, ine~tia is mer~ly an effect caused by the
irrepressibilityotthe ClUE)..

-(separating
force ~ Thus, all partlc1esthat
are the same
distance from the earth,
though they may be particles
of
several
different
objects,
will have the same amount of
separating force acting between each of them and the
eartA.
'

In this analysis, we must not neglect the fact that
,

we are dealing with two separating forces, the separating
force between the earth and the ultimate ~articles, and
the separating force between the particles within each
object. As pointed out before, in the process of expansion,
the surface particles of a large object have a much greater
separating force acting between them and the other particles of the object than do the surface particles of a
smaller object. Hence, the surface particles of the larger
object have a greater acceleration outward from the center
of the object than do those of the smaller object. Therefore, it seems as though if two objects of different size
are "dropped" together with their bottom surfaces at the
same height, the bottom surface of the larger object would
strike the earth first (as in the illustration with section
# ~). However, this is not'the case since the separating
force between the particles of the earth and the particles
of each object is acting essentially on each individual
and since the particles on
particle
of 'the two objects,
the top surface of the larger object are farther from the
earth than the topmost particles of the smaller object,
then the topmost particles of the larger object experience
more separating force from the earth than do the topmost
particles of the smaller object. This condition creates an
upwards acceleration on the larger object that just balances
whatever amount the surface expansion of it is greater than
the surface expansion of the s'11allerobject. The end result
is that the bottom surfaces of both objects will strike the
earth at the same instant, regardless of difference in
size.
Since the separating force between any object and the
earth is acting between the individual ultimate particles
of the earth and those of the object, mass has no affect
on the acceleration of the object towards the earth, since
the masses or all of these particles are identical. Also,
because t!1eseparating force is only acting between the
individual ultt~ate particles, the shape of the objects
"falling" toward the earth will have no effect on their
acceleration(nef1'.lecting

air

friction).

It is well to note at this Doint that as the individual
particles e~an~ of two obc1ectswhose surfaces are expanding
toward each other, the separating force acting between ,them
will increase because 'the ,absolute area of exposure between
the two particles is increasing. This increase will maintain
the same proportion between the separating force acting
between two expanding pa~ticles from one moment to the next

Q
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according to the formula Fn2 z:(rn)(an), where r is the
radius of the ultl~atc particles, and n is the nu~ber
of times larger
the radius is one moment co~par~:idwith
that of a previous mo~ent.
6. Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation
The first requirement of Newt~'s Law of Universal
Gravttatlon is complied with by this theo~, and may be
easily demonstrated. That requirement is that two particles
will attract each other with a force that is directly
proportional to the product of their masses. It has
already been ..explained
that regardless of the mass, size,
.or shape of Yarious objects, they will all accelerate
towards the earth at the same acceleration, and that if
they are released at the same height, they will all strike
the earth at the same ti~e and velocity. However, though
the velocity, moment of impact, and acceleration for all
these objects is the same if released fro~ the ~ame height
at the same time, their respective momentums will differ
according to the difference in their masses. This is because ~omentum is the product of mass and velocity.
According to Newton, force is defined as the chan~e in
~omentum of a body divided by the chan~e in tiMe. Since
in the example abov~ time is tt}e same for all of tne bodies
involved, then the force each of them strikes the earth
with is directly proportional to each object's momentum.
Since momentum is the product of mass and velocity,.and
since in the exa~ple, the velocity is the same for all of
the objects, then the difference in the strikin~ forces
of the different objects is due to the differences in
mass between the objects. Thus, the gravitational £orce
~etween eac~ of these objects and the earth is directly
proportional to the product of their respective masses
and the ~ass of the earth.
The secon4 requirement of Newton's law, that the
gravitational force between two objects is inversely
proportional to the SQuare of their distance apart, is
also met-by this theory. Due to the nature of the separating
force between two objects, the farther they are from
each other the more separating force exists between them,
and the ~ore separating force between them the less they
will gravitate toward each other. Thus, since the velocity
of closure between the two objects ~ecreases the farther
apart they are, then their mo~entQ~s toward each other
is also less the farther apart they are. Since force is
defined in ter-nsof -nomentu.":1, then the farther two objects
are from each other, the less is the gravitational force
bet'leen

them.

r.
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Var~ing Gravitational Force and Acceleration on the
~arth's.Surtace
t
-

Observation has revealed that both the gravitational
torce and acceleration.ot gravity are less at the equator
than
at the poles, and they are less at higher elevationso
.
.
The lesser gravitational force and acceleration at
the equator than at the poles is due to two factors:
a) the centrifugal force due to the earth's rotation is
greatest at the equator; b) the diameter of the earth
t~rough the equator is greater than through the poles~
The effect of the first factor is fairly obvious,
so we
will discuss only the second factoro

"

~
.

The total expansion force acting within the earth
is composed of the sum of the expansion forces within
each of the earth's constituent ultimate particles, and
of the separating forces acting between tbemo The earth
is fairly dense, but its density increases towards the
center because the center is the focal point of'all' the
forces of expansion, so that the matter there is forced
into a high densitYoDue
to this hi~her density of mass,
and thus higher density of ultimate particles nearer the
center of the earth, th~re is less space between the
ultimate particles there, and thus less separating force
between them than at some point farther from the center
where the earth is less dense. Here the earth's forces
of expansion consist of a higher proportion o~ expansion
forces within ultimate particles to the separating forces
between them than at points' farther from the center.
However, at every point within the earth, the sum of the
forces between the point and the earth's center which are
due to the expansion forces within all of the ultimate
particles on that line, will always be more than the sum
of the separating forces betWeen the ultimate particles
alon~ the same line. If this were not so, the earth would
fly apart. Since the radius through the equator is ~eater
tbanthat through th~ poles,: th~total expansion rorce
at the surface at the equato~ is greater than at the poles,
hence the surface at the equator is accelerating in,the
expansion process faster than the surface at the poleso
However, this does not mean that an object would accelerate
towards the earth faster at the equator than at the pdleso
On the contrary, the reason being that -the greater surface
expansion force at the equator is, as mentioned, the sum
of the two catesories of forces--the intrinsic expansion
forces of all the ultimate particles between the surface
and the center of the earth, and the separating forces
between all these particles. The first category of forces
1s passed on from particle to particle almost as it it
were by physical contact ot the expanding surfaces or
the particles. The second catesory of forces acts in ~he
spaces,between the particles and increases by addition the
farther particles are from the center.
An object "fal.lins".
toward the earth over the equator would have 'each of its

-10-
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ultimate' particles acted upon by the total separating
forces between it and all other particles in the earth
(as can be readily seen, the deformation of the earth at
the equator makes a greater portion of-the earth's mass
farther from the earth's suttace there than at the poles.
thus more separatinK torce 18 focused on the equator).
This would give the object a negative acceleration that
would tend to slightly co~teract
the acceleration of
the object's expanding surface toward the earth's expanding surface. When the object contacted the earth,
then the sum of the first category ot forces will act
on the object by surface to surface contact. Due to the
earth's deformation, the separating force between the
earth ~nd an object above the equator is sreater in
proportion to the sum of first category forces at the
equator than they are in proportion to the sum of first
category forces at the poles. Thus, there is less gravitational acceleratio~ at the equator than at the poles,
and due to less acceleration, an object will experience
less force of impact (gravitational force) at the equator
than at the poles.
Gr~vitational acceleration and force decrease with
increase in altitude for much the same reason as they
decrease as one approa~hes the equator at sea level. As
an object's altitude increases,tbe
separating forces
between it and the.earth's center increase in' proportion
to the increase in first category forces, causing an
increase in the negative acceleration that tends to
counteract the first category forces.

(Revision)

It has been observed that gravitational force and
acceleration also vary on the earth's surface due to
the internal structure of the earth. This is caused by
concentrations of mass in various areas within the earth,
and.the separating force acting between these masses and
objects on the earth's surface. Naturally, these areas of
high mass concentration have a higher density of ultimate
particles than less massive areas'. Where an area has a
relatively higher density of particles in comparison with
other areas, it ~lso has less distance between the particles
than the less dense areas. Less distance between the particles
means there is less-separating force adding up between them,
like'at the highly dense center of the earth. This means that
a surfece object directly over this high density mass copcentration, and fairly close to it, Will have less total
separating force acting between it and the earth at that
particular point on the s~foce than other surface points
over more normal mass distributions. Hence. the object will
experience mo~ gravitational force and acceleration due to
less separating force acting on it in comparison with other
points on the earth's surface.
ae.Linear Mov~ment of Free Bodies In Space Due to ClUE
The linear movement of a body in space relative to
other bodies is most likely cause by the combination of
effects of several ClUE separating forces acting between
the linearly movin~ body'and several other bodies.

-.......-
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To simplify, the Theory On Constant Irrepressible'
Universal Enerlf describes the universe as an expanding
universe consisting of a mixture ot torm,and energy-a weavework of lines of torce produced by an infinite
allpresent energy, and the forms upon which the lines
ot force act. The forms are determinate and can certainly
be comprehended. The ClUE, on the other hand, seems to
be indeterminate in many respects. Perhaps total comprehension of it 1s impossible. At any rate. the accelerating
expansion ot the torms due to the CIUE, and the separating
force
~cting between the forms, also due to ClUE. are the
cause
of the effects we call gravity.
Next is the task of proof.
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